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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following report presents the findings of research conductiA on house systems in

four New York City high schools during thc 1988-89 school yeat. These schools were in thc

first and second ycars of implementing their house plans in response to a citywide policy which

directed all new York City high schools to establish a house system at the ninth grade level and

encouraged them to extend the plan to upper grades on a year by year basis. The research was

dcsigncd to support the schools' efforts through the development of information about essential

components of successful house systems and their requirements for implementation. The study

was conducted as part of a program of research and advocacy by Bank Street College of

Education and The Public Education Association (PEA). This report accompanies a PEA
document containing policy recommendations for restructuring New York City neighborhood

high schools.
House systems are not a new reform concept. They have resurfaced as a important

means of addressing problematic features of high school organization, including large size,

fragmented curriculum, and an impersonal, alienating climate. National advocacy

organizations such as the National Coalition of Advocates for Students, thc Committee f or
Economic Development, and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching have

argued that housc systems have particular relevance for inner city schools where these
conditions arc magnified. The research describcd here provides extensive documentation for

this claim.

Thc in-dcpth analysis of New York City house systems and review of the literature
indicate that thc following features are critical to the success of house plans.

Schools are organized into house units with no more than 500 students and a core

teaching staff which instructs most, if not all, students' courses throughout their

stay in school.

Houses are divided into subunits containing an interdisciplinary teacher team

and enough studcnts to allow team mcmbcrs to instruct thcir required classload

within the subunit.
Student support staff are attached to cach house, work exclusively with house

students and collaboratively with each other and instructional teams.

Extracurricular activities arc organized within each house to give students more

opportunities to participatc in school life and to develop valuable skills not

ordinarily pursued in the classroom.



House classes, activities, and staff offices arc physically located in adjacent

rooms within the school building.
Ho,:ses operate in a semi-autonomous fashion with the capacity to determine

house policy, select staff, allocate resources, and discipline stuth.nts.

Quantitative analyses compared small and large schools with weak house designs to

small and large schools with strong designs on both direct and indirect effects predicted on the

basis of theory. Weak designs incorporated thc 2nd, 3rd, and 4th items listed above to varying

degrees, while strong designs included the lst-4th items. None of the schools successfully
implemented the fifth feature. Findings indicatcd that house systems or houses with the more

complete designs had more positive effects on staff and students than others. Well designed
houses irrespective of school size outperformed weak ones in large schools on most measures,

including students' relationships with peers, teachers, and support staff, extracurricular
participation, sense of community, academic performance, and teachers' knowledge of students'

all around performance. Well dcsigned houses performed as well as the weakly designed house

system of the small school on most measures and better than the small school with respect to

sense of community and teachers' knowledge of student performancc. The potential benefits

of thc plan for staff were not realized to the same extent as for students attributable in part

to the failure to empower house coordinators and staff.
Examination of staff's efforts to implement house plans revealed that academic

dcpartmr nts, tracks, and special programs posed significant obstacles. Department supervisors'

authority compctcd with house coordinators' will to coordinate instruction across disciplines;

a nd thc practice of offering multiple programs and courses of varying difficulty levels requires

drawing students across houses, making it difficult to keep house students and staff together

for instruction. In schools with better implemented house systems, staff eliminated some

programs and tracks and resolved the tension between departments and houses by integrating

the two to somc extent. In all schools, however, house systems uneasily coexisted with the

traditional school structurc. Alternative authority structures and a less diversified curriculum

arc clearly needed to implement house systems fully.
Furthcr, systematic observations of students' school experience revealed that well

designed house systems were conducive to staff teamwork and students' punctual arrival at

class. Across all schools, however, school routine was dominated by negative qualities,

including a pattern of unproductive attempts by teachers to control student disruption, an

unsupportive physical environment, and students' poor verbal self-expression; only students'

show of resilience in the facc of stressful family backgrounds and unrcwarding school



experience emerged as a positive feature of school life. The observation that some teachers
proved able to channel this resilience effectivciy points out the usef ulness of placing such
teachers in tcams where their skills can be shared with others.

In sum, these findings are consistent with the view that house systems constitute a more

effective form of high school organization. Whereas the traditional organization of high
schools can be likened to assembly line work in which workers have narrow responsibilities and

limited identification with the end product, house systems organize professionals across
disciplinary lines, including those drawn between student support and instruction, for purposes

of working collaboratively toward the goals of a group of students they share and know in
common. The limiting actor associated with house systems has to do with their requirements

for implementation. House systems are incompatible with current organizational structures,

and school staff must have the assistance of district officials and principals' and teachers'
unions to replace them. Finally, house systems can do nothing to address the inadequacy of the

buildings : n which students and staff presently work.
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HIGH SCHOOL HOUSE PLANS 1988-89

We conducted our study of house systcms in four neighborhood comprehensive high

schools located in The Bronx, Manhattan, and Brooklyn. These schools' house plans were among

the most well developed of all the neighborhood high schools according to our own assessments

as well as those of the borough superintendents' staf. f. We confined our study to neighborhood

schools, as opposed to magnet academic and vocational schools, in order to learn how house

systems need to be designed to be effective with student populations composed mostly of

economically disadvantaged and underachieving youngsters.
Each school's house system is described below. Pseudonyms are used to guarantee

confidentiality as a standard condition of schools' participation in research. The dif ferences

in the design of the house systems across the four schools arc quite strong. The significance

of these dif ferences for student and staff functioning is evaluated in later sections.

House System Profiles

Manhattan Large

Manhattan Large serves a largely Hispanic student population of 3,000, many of whom

ha ve limited English proficiency. Administrative staff developed a house system plan one year

prior to thc Board of Education's mandate. Their first step was to make each of the school's

existing academic programs into a house by assigning as near full a complement of support

staff, including house coordinator, deans, counselors and family assistants, to each house as

possible. Since some students did not belong to a particular program, new program areas were

created to accommodate them. While the preexisting programs were organized on the basis of

particular student academic problems or propensities, nearly all the house designations, if not

curriculum, reflected a career or post Hgh school employment theme, e.g., Business,

Entrepreneurial.
Some programs with categorical funding (e.g., the Bilingual Program) provided for

support staff, such as guidance counselors and family assistants, as a long-standing feature of

the program. In other cascs, at-large guidance counselors were given specific house
assignments. Similarly, house coordinators were program supervisors supported by program

funding. Most taught two to three fewer classes to carry out administrative functions. In sum,

existing support staf f were reorganized morc completely around houses under the new plan,
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although some deans retained thcir buildingwide assignments. To support the reorganization,
house offices (sometimes a converted classroom) wcrc established to locate all support staff of

a house together.

Teachers were not assigned to houscs except in the special education and dropout
prevention houses. This practice had less to do with design than the complexity of class
scheduling; Teachers instruct a highly differentiated array of courscs at particular grade and

difficulty levels, which necessitates drawing students across houses to fill classes to acceptable

sizes.

Houses contained varying numbers of studcnts determined by the nature of their
underlying program. For example, the Employment Skills Training Housc, formerly thc
bilingual program, was the largest with over 1,000 students, while the Medical/Health House

contained only 450. Despite the large variation in the number of students in each house, the

number of support staff assigned to each house did not necessarily correspond to house sizc,
reflecting, in part, program constraints.

Each housc coordinator organized extracurricular activities for his/hcr students as a
means of providing them with morc opportunities for recognition and involvement. The
activities, which did not duplicate the schoolwide program, consisted of assemblies held to
award students for good gradcs and attendance; field trips; and in some houses, newsletter
production and thc distribution of housc T-shirts.

Central school administrators recognized the need to make the curriculum, as well as
support staff, more responsive to studcnts. Thc assistant principals in charge of the academic

departments wcrc largely unsupportive of the house plan because they felt it was more
concerned with student support than achievement. As a consequence, they were viewed as a

barrier to curriculum revision, and in the second year of the house system an interdisciplinary

cadre of 9th grade teachers was created to develop new instructional approaches. Ninth grade

was targeted because it is viewed at Manhattan and across thc city as thc point at which a
critical mismatch between students' nced for engagement and the qualifications of teachers
exists. Supplemental Funds were uscd to free each of thest teachers of one course, both as a
means to attract experienced teachers who normally instruct upper level courses and to allow
them to explore and implement new concepts.

Brook lyn large

Brooklyn Large, much the same sizc as Manhattan with a student population of around

3,000, is, however, composed predominantly of black youths and a somewhat smaller proportion
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of limited English proficient students. Its house system originated with the formation of three

new sub-schools, Humanities, Science, and Business, and the designation of a long-established

performing arts program as a fourth sub-school. Students can select any of the first three

sub-schools, but must audition for the fourth.
Under thc Brooklyn plan, the primary goal was to establish a few sub-schools defined

by different curriculum areas. Students take the same core courses across sub-schools, but are

exposed to a special curricular emphasis or theme corresponding to the sub-school name in a

course or courses.

Categorical educational programs such as bilingual ... ' dropout prevention have been

retained, but the principal has tried to integrate them into the sub-school plan by assigning
thcm to different sub-schools where students may take some of their courses.

Assistant principals in charge of the academic departments represented in the sub-school

plan supervise the sub-schools, and a teacher in each of the four departments serves as
sub-school coordinator. In some cases the assistant principal, along with the coordinator and

paraprofessional(s), share the department office which serves as the sub-school hub. Classrooms

in which the sub-school theme is taught are located near the office.
In contrast to Manhattan, support staff have been organized around thc sub-schools only

partially; many rctain buildingwide responsibilities in addition to a sub-school assignment. A

small core of teachers is assigncd to each sub-school, typically one in each core subject area per

grade; thcy teach some but not necessarily all of their classes in the sub-school. The chief
means by which the principal chose to address the need for increased studcnt support was by

reducing class sizc to 25 and having teachers act as case managers for one period a day in place

of teaching a class. During this period, teachers arc required to mcct with one or several of

thcir caseload of 24 students to provide guidance and support. Teachers discuss and monitor

student's attendance and punctuality, class performance, and homework completion.

Although at least some of the assistant principals of academic departments play a
central role in the house system, their support of the plan varies as does that of thc
instructional staff. Again, much of teachers' resistance to the plan concerns its focus on
student support, specifically the use of teachers as case managers. As a consequence,

sub-schools reflect varying degrees of effort to create a more supportive and cohesive context

in which to conduct instruction.
In the Humanities sub-school, an entirely different teaching format was developed for

ninth graders to case their transition to high school. Two clusters of 100 students, each
subdivided into four classes of 25 students and taught by a team of f ive ninth grade teachers,

arc headed by a ninth grade coordinator. Studcnts belonging to a cluster arc blocked together

11
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for some courses to allow for double periods of English/Social Studies and Math/Science and

the possibility of team teaching. In order to accommodate double and sometimes triple periods,

classes arc run on a different schedule than the rest of the school for part of the day. Students

take a fifth course whose theme is "discovery of self" and whose content is oriented to

preparation for employment. Students take the five core courses in a wing of the building

where the coordinator's office is also located.

Across all su b-schools, coordinators organ ize ex tracurricular activities for theirstudents,

including field trips, awards assemblies, student performances, speakers, and newsletters. Like

Manhattan, the object of these activities is to recognize individual achievement, extend

classroom learning into non-classroom contexts, and strengthen students' identification with

thc sub-school.

Bronx Intermediate

Bronx Intermediate, with nearly 1700 students, is almost half the size of the two schools

described above. Roughly two-thirds of the students arc Hispanic and the rcst black. Unlike

the "vertical" house plans of Manhattan and Brooklyn, where students in grades 9-12 arc placed

in each house, Bronx Intermediate has a "horizontal" plan whereby students at the same grade

level arc grouped together in a house.

A f ull complement of support staff, comprised of an assistant principal, house
coordinator (grade advisor), guidance counselor, dean and paraprofessional, are assigned to

each house and remain with the same students as they progress through thcir four years of high

school, Coordinators arc in charge of organizing house activities which are geared to
rewarding students for excellence. The dean handles student disciplinary matters arising

within the house, the counselor takes care of course scheduling, and the paraprofessional

monitors attendance A large office area is provided for the house support staff with thc
exception of the assistant principal who has his/her own department office.

The houses are not dif1L,entiated with respect to curriculum and arc identified purely

on the basis of current grade level. Curriculum rcform, however, is the centerpiece of the

house plan. Bronx Intermediate used federal Chapter I funds to implement a new "schoolw :de"

program. t inder an exemption included in recently icvised Chapter I program requirements,

schools may involve all students in an intensified academic program if 75% or more of the

students in thc school meet poverty criteria.

Beginning with ninth graders, students are organized into clusters f 100 which are

further subdivided into classes of 25. Teams of four teachers arc assigned exclusively to each
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cluster; they instruct all of their required five classes within the cluster and in classrooms
located in a single area of the building. Students in each class are blocked together for six
periods each day, including lunch. Their class schedule allows them to take a daily double
period of one of four core courses (English, Social Studies, Math, and Science), the subject of

which alternates each day on a 4-day rotation cycle. With this schedule, students receive an

extra period of instruction per week in each core subject area. The extra period is used
variously to slow the pace of instruction, provide more individualized attention, etc.

Members of each instructional team are programmed to have up to three free periods
a day in common, including lunch, but are required to meet together only once a week. One

team voluntarily met nearly every day at lunch to di.....uss students and instruction. Teacher

'cams are expected to develop a more integrated core curriculum. In many instances they
successfully synchronized their lessons so that subject matter or skills taught in one course were

simultaneously reinforced in another. For example, when students the Global History class

were introduced to Africa, they took up African literature in English class.
One class in each cluster is designated an honors class to create more homogeneous

groupings. At thc same time, students meeting dropout risk criteria are served under the cluster

plan since it is viewed as providing the same level of support as dropout prevention programs

(which arc structured along similar lines) without labeling students. Bilingual and Special
Education students are served in separate programs.

When studcnts begin their second year of high school, irrespective of whether they are

promoted to 10th grade, they remain together as a cohort and are again assigned to a class of
25 within a larger 100-student cluster and to a 4-member teacher team. Clusters and classes

within clusters arc more differentiated at the 10th grade level to accommodate students'
differing levels of course mastery and need to prepare for state exams. Teachers may opt to

follow studcnts from 9th to 10th grade, but many of the 9th grade teachers are not qualified
to teach the advanced classes.

Bronx Small

Bronx Small is the smallest of the schools studicd, with a student population of close to

1,000. Although Bronx Small is only one-third the size cf Manhattan, it resembles the latter

very closely in that nearly all students are Hispanic and a large proportion arc limited English

proficient. At the time of our study, Bronx Small's house system represented only a limited

attempt to create smaller, more supportive student-staff groupings within thc larger school; it

has since implemented a more comprehensive house plan. It is included in our study because

1 3
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it allows us to compare a relatively small school with large schools which, in essence, have tried

to simulate the benef its of small schools through a house system.
Ninth and tenth grade students not belonging to bilingual or special education programs

were placed in class-size groups which mct with a teacher coordinator for one period a day.

Each group had a name corresponding to a carccr interest, such as business and health. The

classes followed a relaxed and informal format in which students actively participated in
discussions related to the career then.e of their house as well as personal and social issues of

concern to this age group. Coordinators worked closely together and sometimes exchanged

classes to expose all students to a coordinator's arca of expertise. No othcr special arrangements

with support staff or teaching stal f were made for these students.

Issues Of Design And Implementation

Thc house systems described above exhibit sharp differences in design. These
diffcrcnccs reflect both differing degrees of reorganization and the usc of diverse strategies

to achieve the same goal. The overriding distinction among the four schools' house plans has

to do with degree or dcpth versus superficiality of the intervention. Depth depended on

whether administrators sought to reorganize staff into more effective student support systems

only or whether they sought to create a more cohesive educational format as well. Manhattan

Large and Bronx Small are examples of house systems in which staff have been organized to

provide students with more regular and consistent support, while leaving the structure of
academic programs in tact. Brooklyn Large and Bronx Intermediate incorporated both a more

tightly organized student support system and, in part, a restructured academic program. Both

aspe,:ts of reorganization, support staff and instruction, along with several othcrs, arc analyzed

in greater depth below.

Instruction

House lnqtructional Staff

A Division of High School memorandum indicated that teachers should be organizcd

more or less exclusively around houscs and that students, accordingly, would take most if not
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all of their classes within house.1 School staff found it extremely difficult to do this, however,
and demonstrated only limited success in two of thz schools we studied even though we selected

f our of the most well developed house systems the neighborhood high schools produced.

Multiple _academic programs and_ ability _grouping as bayriers to implementation.
Expressed succinctly, it is not possible to organize teachers and classes around houses within

the existing context of multiple academic programs anj courses differentiated with respect to

dif ficulty levels. The effect of both of these pervasive and long-standing features of the
ncighborhood high schools is to reduce the size of the pool from which students can be drawn

to create classes of acceptable size; students must be drawn from across thc school to fill
courses. Houses reduce the pool of eligible students to the point of making it impossible to
offer the same array of courses within house. Thus, the existing curricular program and the

house systcm arc at fundamental odds with one another.
In order to preserve the integrity of the house system by allowing students to take their

classes within house, school staff must eliminate special academic programs and accommodate

more heterogeneous student ability groups within classes. The staff at Bronx Intermediate did

this to some extent. First, by creating a horizontal house system they maximized the number

of students within the house available for courses at a given grade level. Sccond, instead of
creating a separate academic program for students in the dropout prevention program, they
included thcse students in the house. Other programs, like bilingual, were left intact, however.

Third, in the ninth grade house at least, the staff created two different ability tracks, above
grade and at or below grade level, but these were not assigned to different tcacher teams which

had equal numbers of classes of each track. In this way about 75% of incoming ninth graders

received i nst ru ct ion in house for five of seven courses.

At Brooklyn Large, staff were more limited by the vertical house arrangement and by

thc dropout prevention program which entailed a separate academic program. Nevertheless,

the Humanities !louse succeeded in keeping ninth grade studcnts in house for five of seven

courses. Humanities students accounted for roughly 40% of incoming ninth graders. The small

numbcr of house students made it impossible to offer a higher sequence math course across both

teacher teams, so students eligible for this course had to be assigned to one tcam. Students were

regrouped across thc two teams to accommodate courses of differing ability levels in reading

and hygiene. Not surprisingly, the special arrangement made for Humdifities ninth gradcrs

1 Division of High Schools. (1987). The Ideal House. New York: New York City Board of
Ed uca t ion.
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created enormous controversy because it complicated programming for other ninth gradc level

students; it is at permanent risk of being eroded.
As statcd above, eliminating or reducing the segregation of students intc special

academic programs and classes of differing ability level goes against thc grain of long-standing

practicc. The neighborhood high schools are not alone in the use of ability tracking, but unlike

othcr schools, they have become almost entirely a collection of categorical programs which

serve the large numbers of students with diverse special needs attending these schools.

Although research has strongly documented the benefits of mainstreaming2 and

cooperative learn ing,3 schools, in general, have bccn slow to institute these strategies. Teachers

find it difficult to accommodate students -vith special needs along with other students in

classes of 34. Clearly, teachers require training and additional supports to instruct such classes

successfully. The implementation of full and complete house systems bring staff face to face

with theses issues. It seems quite clear that the High School Division failed to anticipate the

implications of the house system for schoolwide restructuring.

Interdisciplinary Teacher Teams

Housc sub-units. Bronx Intermediate and Brooklyn Large structurcd the educational

program of 9th graders nearly the same. An interdisciplinary teacher team of four to five was

assigned to a 100-student cluster subdivided into four classes of 25. Special funding sourccs

were uscd to reduce class size from 34 to 25. Team members instructed all their required classes

(five) within the cluster, At Bronx Intermediate, each teacher in a 4-member team gave

instruction in his/her subject area (English, Global History, Math, and Science) to the four

classes each day plus an extra period back to back with another to each class on different days.

At Brooklyn Large, each teacher in a 5-member team taught four classes (either English, Global

History, Math, Science, or Freshman Discovery) and carried out case management during their

f if th period.
The educational advantages of the teacher teams are many. The interdisciplinary teams

share a group of students in common, Therefore, their knowledge of students can be pooled

2 Wang, M., Reynolds, M. & Walberg, H. (1988, November). 1nteg ating thc children of thc
second systcm. Phi Delta Kappan, 248-251.

3 Newmann, F. & Thompson, J. (1987, September). Effects of cooperative learning on
achievement in secondary schools: A summary of research. Madison, WI: University of
Wisconsi n Madison.
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to diagnose both academic and personal problems and to design interventions and use thcm

consistently across a student's classes. Second, the interdisciplinary teams provide a vehicle for
integrating different curricula so that skills and information taught in one course can be
reinforced in another and so that students can more readily see and appreciate the real world

interdependence among subject areas.
An clement that may be crucial to the functioning of these teams is that teachers

instruct a total of 100 students, instead of a possible 170 under the usual 5-class x 34-student

format. The smaller numbcr of students was achieved by having teachers spend their fifth

period with students in the 4-class cluster and by reducing class sizc. With fewer students,

teachers do not have to limit themselves to multiple choice tests and other time-saving devices

with less instructional value; they can give more writing assignments and individual feedback NB,

to students.
Evidence that teacher teams worked effectively together was mixed. At Bronx

Intermediate, onc team met daily at their common lunch break to discuss students, synchronize

thcir curricula, and develop clusterwide activities for students. This team felt they got to know

their studcnts better and that this had led to increased contact with parents. The team helped

students create their own family trees and organize a Black History housewide assembly. One

member of the team, a new teacher, felt his teaching had greatly improved through his

collaboration with supportive team members. Curriculum integration occurred to a limited, but

not insignificant cxtent, usually in the context of English and Social Studies where teachcrs

linked history lessons with readings in related literature.
Not all tcams collaborated as well, however. In particular, Science and Math teachers

under pressure to prepare students for comprehensive exams found less time to engage in

teamwork. Moreover, teams lacked leaders with authority to supervise team teachers. House

leaders, who were departmental assistant principals, had no authority over teachers in their

housc who belonged to other departments.
Team versus department authority. One -Liear requirement for the effective functioning

of interdisciplinary teams is thc creation of a supervisory mechanism that gives as much
authority to teams as departments. In fact, it can be argued that teams, by virtue of their being

responsible for nearly, if not all, the educational program of students, should exercise more

clout than departments. Teams as the group of teachers with the greatest knowledge of

students need to be empowered to respond to students directly.

Thc creation of houses and teacher teams signals a shift from a subject-centercd to a
student-centered approach to cducation. Subject-centered education has been the object of

17
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criticism by prominent educators both currently and in the past.4 Without a redistribution of

power to support new student-centered structures, however, they will be neither effective nor

long-I ived.

At the same time, teams need to rely on department supervisors to support teamwork

through their continued efforts to develop new curriculum and to see that standar& lre met

across teams.
It is clear from our study of house systems that departmental supervisors, in general,

have not embraced the plan. Their lack of support accounted for the uneven development of

houscs within schools, uneven participation of teachers in instructional teams, and difficulty

in making academic reforms more integral to houses. Many view the house system concept as

identified with an undue rcgard for student support to the detriment of academic standards.

To ome extent, they are justified in this view, given that the house plan initiative focused

m,. .ectly on attracting students and enhancing studcnt retention and attendance than

academic performance.
Even where individual house plans gave more attention to the educational program

and/er made department supervisors house leaders, however, their support for the plan was not

uniformly strong. It may be that, regardless of the design of the house system, department

hcads view it as displacing the dominant departmental structure of school. In a related way,

department supervisors may also p.ereeive interest in the house system and the critique out of

-vhich it grew as a rejection of thcir methods. As a desirable and corrective course of action,

school staff should seek to place thc academic program at the center of the house plan and

clarify the roles of departmental supervisors and others in its development and maintenance.

Blocked programming. Only Bronx Intermediate blocked studcnts at the classroom level

as a consistent feature of their academic program. Brooklyn Large intentionally avoided

blocking at class level, but blocked students at the cluster level so that the instructional team

shared the same group of studcnts. The claim for blocked classes is that it stabilizes the social

context in which learning occurs. A constant student group may provide fcwcr distractions

than onc which forms itself anew each class period. Staff at Brooklyn Large on the other hand

feared that blocked classes would create an overly familiar atmosphere conducive to greater

student disruptions.
Our class' oom observations failed to detect differences in thc disruptiveness of classes

across blocked and unblocked arrangements. Similarly, our survey of teachers across the four

4 Cohen, D. (1985). Origins. In A. Powell, E. Farrar & D. Cohen (Eds.), Thc shopping mall
hih school. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co.
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schools did not reveal differences in teachers' perception of the disruptiveness of classes
composed of blocked versus unblocked students.

One goal of instruction necessarily includes teaching students to work together as a
class. In classes of mixed ability groups, collaboration becomes even more crucial. It seems

likely that students would perform better as a class as their knowledge of one another increased

through spending uninterrupted class time together. Students could better predict how others

would react to them and from whom they could obtain help. Moreover, keeping class groups

the same across courses may minimize the time it takes a class to settle down to work each

period. In short, blocking provides a more student-centered vehicle for instruction because it

gives students a more active and powerful role in the process. Blocking students at class or, as

a compromise, cluster level seems not only consistent with the house system concept but an

important means df realizing it.
Co. non planning time. In order for an instructional team to function effectively, its

members need to share a free block of time in common. In the initial stages of their
development, teams may need to meet almost daily to develop a cohesive instructional stratcgy.

Members of each team at Bronx Intermediate shared two free periods plus lunchtime in
common. Although teachers did not use all this time to meet in teams (they were expected to

meet only once a week), they had a great deal of flexibility in choosing times to meet. Since
all teachers ordinarily have two free periods per day for planning by contractual agreement,

finding time for tcamwork is partly a matter of programming.

Somc teachers maintained that their allotted free time which they used to plan and
corrcct students' work did not allow time f or teamwork. Indeed, some administrators felt that

the demands of teaching at the ninth grade level were so keen given thc unsettledness of ninth

graders that teachers' classload should be reduced from five to four to accommodate teamwork.

At Manhattan Large, rcducing classloads to four in exchange for teamwork was used to attract

better teachers to the ninth grade, where teachers unable to teach higher grade level courses
ordinarily end up by default.

Ninth Grade Instructional Teams

A corps or teachers who instructed ninth grade courses exclusively was created in three

of four schools studied. The rationale for this was the staff's view that ninth grade presents

a special challenge which must be met by teachers with appropriate skills. Appropriate skills

wcrc considered to be a combination of strong mastery of subject matter and ability to engage

1 9
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less motivated students. Another factor contributing to the creation of ninth grade teams was
the High School Division's policy which required houses at the ninth gradc level only.

In most neighborhood high schools, the entering ninth grade class is by far the largest

class in school given the high rate of dropping out between ninth and tenth grades. For this
reason, ninth grade contains a large number of students at risk of dropping out, many of whom

already manifest low motivation, attendance, etc. On the othcr hand, upper grade level
students include, by definition, a high proportion of persevering students whom teachers find

easier to teach. As a result, teachers whosc experience and ability to teach upper level courses
permit eschew ninth grade courses. A problem that had to be solved, thcn, in creating ninth

grade instructional teams was attracting the more experienced teachers. As stated aboN e,

administrators in one school offered a lighter teaching load to teachers willing to teach ninth

grade only.
The practice of creating ninth grade instructional teams seems short-sighted at best; at

worst it exclusively pairs the neediest students with the weakest teachers. Even if ninth grade

teams successfully incorporate some of the strongest teachers, a permanent ninth grade teacher

corps closes off thc possibility of permitting teacher teams to travel with studcnts from grade

to grade. Thus, teachers cannot apply their steadily accumulating knowledge of students
consistently across years; they are cut off from direct knowledge of upper grade level needs

and arc not likely to feel accountable for such needs; and they must teach the same courses year

after year. Further, if teacher teams remained with thcir students from year to year, each
would have equal claims on teachers able to teach upper grade level courses.

Student Support

We observed essentially thrcc different models of student support and guidance in use

across the house systems in our study. One school, Manhattan Large, employed a vertical

system whereby support staff were assigncd to houses containing students at all grade leN els.

By this method, support staff served a more or less constant number of students among whom

outgoing students are replaced by incoming studcnts each year.

A second school, Bronx Intermediate, established a horizontal systcm whereby support

staff were assigned to a single grade level and remain with this age group through graduation
before beginning again with incoming freshmen. Since large numbers of students drop out

euriently, staff members work with an cvcr diminishing number of students before starting

over with freshmen in the fifth year.
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A third strategy employed at Brooklyn Largc involved assigning to each house a group

of teacher case managers who taught most of their courses in house as well. These teachers
made contact with students (and their parents) belonging to their 24-student caseload on a
regular basis. Their task was to monitor students' attendance, punctuality, class performance,
homework completion, grades, nutrition, and career interests. Teachers shared responsibility

for mccting studcnt suppor. needs with support staff who, in a similar manner, were iso

assigned to each house and had other schoolwide duties as well.
House support teams. The first two models involving rcorganization of support staff

around houses represent enormous improvements in the efficacy and efficiency of providing

students with support and guidance.5 Undcr these student-centered systems, students get to
know and rely on a stable corps of helpers, and support staff of all categories (deans, guidance

counselors, grade advisors, paraprofessionals) enjoy an expanded opportunity to work as a

tcam, able to pool their skills and knowledge of students and to intervene with consistency

(both across staff and years).
Traditionally, student support is organized around staf f functions, managing discipline,

grade advisement, etc. Studcnts encounter different staff for different problems and from

year to year since many support staff are assigned to different grade levels. Given the very

large ratios of students to support staff that exist in neighborhood high schools (e.g., 600
students: 1 guidance counselor), the current reorganization makes support staff hours go much

further.
There is probably room for yet more improvement in support provision. Under the

reorganized support systems, some support staff still maintained schoolwide duties, a

concomitant of incompletely realized house plans. As long as the academic program is
organized outside houses, schools will continue to nced to operate a dual system of support at

the expense of effectiveness.
Further, reorganized support staff continucd to function quite independently of

teachers. Even whcre students' instruction was organized in-house, teachers reported no
signif ica nt increase in communicating with house support staf. f. (See Following Section.) Since

students' emotional, social, and intellectual needs arc very often interrelated, students stand

to benefit from greater coordination of instruction ano support functions. One way of

achieving this would be to assign support staff to teacher teams.

5 Phillips, S. (1987). Increased support services: Not how much? But how? Thc Journal,
XXXI, 107-Ill.
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Teacher case managers. Using teachers to carry out student support functions was
extremely unpopular among teachers at Brooklyn Large even though it reduced their courseload

'by one. Teachers generally held the work of teachers to be instruction, not student monitoring.

Case managers participated in training sessions, but continued to express uncertainty about

what they wcre supposed to do. Indeed, teachers are asked to perform tasks for which guidance

sta ff receive extensive training and augmented salaries. Ironically, guidance counselors do not

often perform these duties themselves since their huge caseloads restrict them to such chores

as course advisement and resolving schedule conflicts.

School administrators are responding to educational critiques which cite the need for

teachers to build stronger relationships with students and thcir parents in order to increase

student engagement in school.6 Yet, weak teacher-student relationships arc clearly a product

of school size and organization. In this sensc house systems seek to address the source of the

problem; they simulate small schools in which teachers tend to get more involved with students

because thcy arc able to gct to know thc students thcy teach. On the other hand, case

management is a rather bureaucratic answer to a problem with bureaucratic roots. It requires

teachers to adopt a specialized role (manager) in relation to a circumscribed group of studcnts

(cases) during a specif ied period of the day in ordcr to monitor students, albeit in a highly

systematic manner.
An Alternative Modcl. Other methods may be used to achieve strengthened student

mon itoring which make better use of teachers' skills. At Bronx Intermediate, for example, staf f

sought to make teacher-student relationships more productive by giving teacher teams more
instructional timc with a smaller number of students and assigning a full complement of

support staff to each house.
In fact, to thc extent that teacher teams work effectively, that is, arc well acquainted

with and highly supportive of students, many of the support roles that ha. e been assumed by

teachers (grade advisor, program planner, dean) may become unnecessary. In such an
eventuality, some support staff could return to the classroom and in effect be used to f und a

reduction in class size. Guidance counselors, as specially trained staff, would remain, possibly

6 Carnegie Foundation for thc Advancement of Teaching. (1988). An imperiled generation:
Sa ving nthan schools. Princeton, New Jersey: Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teach ing.
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directing less expensive paraprofessional tcams to carry out still needed student monitoring

tasks (as has already proven useful under the citywide dropout prevention program).7

Student Activities

Staff members organized extracurricular and co-curricular activities at the house level

in all four schools. They viewed these activities as an integral part of the house plan concept

aimed at increasing student engagement. Thc most frequently offered class of activities was

one conccrncd with recognizing student accomplishments, e.g., awards assemblies, reward trips

for students with good grades and attendance, etc. Another group of activities centered around

increasing students' identity with the house by producing house newsletters, giving out house

T-shirts, etc. Field trips to museums and theaters, guest speakers, and student performances

also were planned as co-curricular events to enliven classroom learning.

There is little question that such activities help create a student-oricntcd culture which

conveys important school values as well as attention to more individuals than is ordinarily
possible on a schoolwide basis. As a co-curricular program, many of the field trips constituted

an opportunity to open students' eyes to aspccts of our culture to which they had never before
been exposed. A field trip of this kind can be the source of a whole new interest for students

who seldom venture out of their ncighborhoods.

Our analysis of extra- and co-curricular offerings also revealed that few of these
activities allowed students prolonged periods of time to pursue or develop a given interest or

talent. Most were single events in which students played passive roles. The student newsletters

and performances were important exceptions. More time could be found in the academic
program either in core subjects or electives or both for studcnts to work on related projects of

their own choosing and at their own pace.8 After school programs could also be organizcd to

allow students to pursue interests unrelated to classwork. Student activities, including sports,

that are organized on a schoolwide basis often do not attract large numbers of students: new

sports fields are underutilized. Intramural athletics organized as inter-house competitions

might enjoy greater student participation.

7 Oxicy, D. (1)88). Effective dropout prevention: The case for sehoolwide reform, New
York: Public Education Association.

8 See the discussion of "free learning" in an article about a German Comprehensive School
entitled: Creating a school community. (1988). American Educator, 12, I. 10-17, 38-43.
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Developing a full program of house activities will require morc effort and funding, but

still will be easier than creating an engaging academic program. However, an elaborate set of
cxtracurriculars, even organized on a house basis, will not compensate for an ineffective
approach to academic work. Staff in neighborhood schools not included in our study reported

having developed very successful extracurriculars for students without having any effect on

their school performance. In combination with a sound academic program, however, house

ex tracurriculars can multiply students' opportunities to participate actively in developing

important skills along with self-esteem that contribute to a well rounded education.

Physical Facilities

Building space was rearranged to create house offices for staff in three of the four
schools studied. In the two schools which fully reorganized support staff around houses, large

of f ices housed all the housc staff together. In the third, departmental offices were used to
house thc departmental supervisor, his/her assistant (the house coordinator), a secretary and.
perhaps, paraprofessional. At Bronx Intermediate and Brooklyn Large, where staff had also

organized an academic program around the house, students' classrooms were sited adjacent to

one another. On:y at Brooklyn Large, however, were house classrooms located next to thc house

office. Staff posted house ncws and student achievements in these areas and generally tried

to decorate thc space to reinforce house identity.
Brooklyn Large represents the most succcssf ul attempt to establish houses as a physically

cohesive and separate area of the building. The ninth grade Humanities house occupied an
entire corridor containing the house office, flanked on either side by classrooms where students

took nearly all their courses. Different wings of the building were designated for all thc
sub-schools; cach contained thc department office and a few adjoining classrooms. However,

while students might have one or two classes in these wings, they continued to take courscs

throughout thc building.
Separate areas of the school building arc also frequently set aside for programs such as

dropout prevention, but where programs or houses arc organized for studcnts with academic

problems, physical separation has a downside. Social cohesiveness is won at the expense of

students gaining pariah-like images and being isolated from their mainstream peers.
Creating house areas proved vital to thc day to day operation of houses. House off ices

facilitated communication among staff and provided students with a more personal and stable

place to go for help and information. House instructional areas allowed studcnts to stay in one

area of thc building for most of the day; thcy spent time between classes interacting with house

24
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students and teachers in place of rushing to another arca of thc building to reach a class in

time. Students rcturned to their house area during other free times and even during thc
following ycar at Brooklyn Large, where as lOrl graders they had less intimate physical

accommodations.

The creation of housc instructional areas has particular significance since hallway

disorder and arriving late to class are preoccupations in these schools, especially the largest

schools where large numbers of students walk long distances between classes. Further, these

areas give students a home base, an area to identify as their own, in schools which provide no

othcr physical marker, not even a locker, to reflect student identity.

Schools received no additional funding with which to make architectural modifications

as they have elsewhere (e.g., Rochester, NY), This fact helps explain thc rather modest physical

arrangements staff made for houses and casts considerable doubt on whether they will be able

to physically accommodate houses to any greater extent in the future. Much of thc existing

space, such as science, computer and special education classrooms, serves specialized functions

and cannot be allocated for other purposes without renovation.

House Management

wo contrasting forms of house management were observed across thc four schools, The

house systems by which staff and students wcrc organized more completely into a wide

assortment of ncw and existing programs of varying sizc employed an administrative assistant

principal as the overall supervisor and teachers as coordinators of individual houses. The house

systems involving a few relatively large and equivalent sub-schools employed assistant

principals in charge of departments as supervisors of cach sub-school and teachers as sub-school

coordinators; thc principal occupicd thc only overall position of responsibility.

The two management structures follow directly from the two general house system

forms, The many small program houses found undcr one type of systcm relied on existing

program heads, teachers, for house coordination even though they lack authority over the other

program teachers and support staff who had been assigned to each house. The assistant

principal in charge of the entire house plan was required only to supervise the implementation

of' the plan.

On the othcr hand, thc large, general houses/sub-schools which defined the second

category of house systems more clearly called for supervisors who command enough authority

to see that broad curricular as well as student support needs are met. At Brooklyn Large, the

original plan was to promote-assistant principals to principals in charge of each sub-school and

25
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the principal to executive principal. The plan was scuttled by teachers' union action prompted
by teachers' concern that having tw layers of principals would remove teachers even further

from decision-making. Consequently, assistant principals kept their positions in addition to

assuming responsibility for the sub-schools. A.Ps at Bronx Intermediate did the same.

"House" departmental assistant principals, however, wcre unable to compete with thc

authority of other department APs in overseeing their housc instructional staffs, whh were
composed of teachers from all major academic areas. When house needs conflicted with those

of' departments, teachers followed departmental policy to the detriment of house goals. The

experience of house APs speaks loudly for supervisors with greater authority.
"I louse masters", House supervisors need not bc principals, however. An argument can

be made that what is needed is a career ladder for teachers which does not require them to
leave teaching, but instead allows them to exercise leadership while rcmaining intimately
connected to the task of instruction itself.9 By this means, a teacher "house master" with broad

pedagogical skill and experience would supervise house teachers and support staff and teach

a reduced class load. House masters would maintain a valuable instructional perspective which

should be central to all house and school functions.

The proposed dual supervisory/instructional role of house leaders should not obscure

the fact that they need to function with as much authority as do principals in order to be
ma x imally responsive to housc students and staff. Thcy need to exercise ultimate responsibility

for hiring and directing all staff, support as well as instructional, creating the master class
schedule, and handling all student affairs. In order to do this, house leaders need an operating

budget. Without such power, it is unlikely that houses could operate as small schools do, that

is. with a more flexible class schedule, greater proximity of staff and studcnts to
decisionmakers, and a more strongly sharcd sense of purpose.

School supervision. House leaders would not supplant thc school principal, who is
needed to oversee schoolwide f u nctions. He/she must supervise school maintenance and
sccurity, sct and monitor school goals, respond to the community, resolve student and staff

issues which transcend house boundaries, insure equal stand:ads 3nd equitable distribution of

resources across houses, and develop and maintain arty curricelar (e.g., night school) or
extracurricular programs (e.g., athletic teams) that are deemed necessary beyond house
of feri ngs.

9 Boyer, E. (1983). Hi h school: A report on secondtrv education in Ame ir New York:
Harper & Row.
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Staff empowerment. Perhaps, the greatest potential of the decentralized form of school

management proposed here is for increasing staff input into decision-making. If house leaders

arc truly empowered to determine policy at the house level, then they can usefully join with

house staff in sctting policy. If house leaders have little autonomy, then staff input is
meaningless.

Involving staff is a much easier undertaking in the smaller environment of a house or
sub-school. A small staff knows and interacts with one another to a greater extent, facilitating

the informal communication of ideas and events; the house icader is physically proximate. li

is easicr to involve all staff in planning or, alternatively, to have representatives convey
information adequately.

As many schoolwide issues as possible should bc engaged at the house level to maximize

staff input and, correspondingly, the number of ideas and strategies that are brought to bear

on these problems. For example, the state-imposed school improvement planning process should

be established within each house along with a mechanism for sharing ideas across houses.

Student empowerment, Similarly, the house system creates an opportunity for students

to have morc meaningful input into policy setting. House student councils can be established

over and above or in place of the schoolwide council, thus multiplying the number of
opportunit ies students have to participate in student government. Councilscan work intimately

and arc more likely to have an impact with a staff they know and see each day.

House System Costs

The three schools which developed substantive house plans received large amounts of

supplemental funding to implement them and other reforms that were part of broad scale
school improvement efforts. Thc task of costing out house systems required us to distinguish

between costs dictated by the house system itself and those flowing from othcr reform concepts.

For example, house systems by definition do not require smaller classes or tcacher casc
managers, both features of Brooklyn Large's overall improvement plan. On the other hand, the

creation of house coordinators at Brooklyn Large was directly linked to organizing the school

into houscs.

We obtained budgetary information from school administrators. Budget figures

reflected expenditures for house staff needed beyond those already supported by the school's

normal operating budget. We analyzed staff costs only, which represent by far the largest part

of the budget. Wc did not obtain figures for othcr than personnel costs, such as the costs of

materials or transportation used to carry out house cxtracurriculars. We must also note that
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thcsc costs are associated with housc systems in their first and second ycar of implementation

and arc subject to change as the house systems continue to evolve.

At Brooklyn Large, less than half of the supplemental funds received from the Board

of Education (BOE) for school improvement were spent on house-related staff positions for a

total of just over $386,000. This amount covered the cost of reducing house supervisors' and
coordinators' courseloads to enable them to assume housc administrative duties Pod of
deploying extra guidance counselors, secretaries and paraprofessionals in the houses. The
balance of the funds were used to reduce class size and free teachers from a class to conduct
case management.

It is not at all clear, however, that the not insignificant sum of $386,000 represents
necessary costs of the house system. For example, funds were used to support new house
positions instead of more completely organizing cxisting staff around thc houses. House staff
coexist with large numbers of staff, including guidance counselors, deans, program pl-nncrs.

and grade advisors, who retained schoolwide student support responsibilities. Unfortunately,

unless thc academic program is organized within houses, it will bc. necessary to maintain both

schoolwidc and house staff. In effect, Brooklyn Large now supports two organizational
frameworks, the house system along with the traditional structure, at an augmented expense.

Bronx Intermediate provides a more frugal example of spending in support of the house

system. First of all, staff such as deans and guidance counselors were organized around houses;

grade advisors were made house coordinators. Federal Chapter 1 monies were then redirected

from a pull-out program to the newly rcorganized academie program under a new clause
permitting funds to be spent on schoolwide reforms in schools where 75% of students live in

poverty. Specifically, the Chapter I funds were used to enhance guidance and reduce class size.

Thus, no new 110E outlays were made for Bronx Intermediate's house system, although the

principal felt they were needed to support their house extracurricular programs.

"I hc analysis of house system costs serves to point out that house systems can be quite

expensive when they overlay instead of replace the existing organization structure. That is not

to say that house systems can bc established at no cost. In general, the Division of High School

provided only planning grants to assist schools in enacting a housc systcm. The costs of
developing extracurricular programs at the house level and making architectural modifications

to create physically separate house areas have not been explored here, but most likely represent

both necessary and significant expenditures. Moreover, thc reorganization of instruction on

a schoolwidc basis along the lines described earlier implies a need for staff development and
corresponding resources.
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Summary and Conclusions

Kev organizational features of houat systems. We have enumerated a sct of key design

features of house systems in Table 1. On thc basis of thc in-dcpth analysis of the four NYC

high school house systems, a study of several others outside NYC, and a review of thc
literature, we view cach feature as necessary to the development of a successful house system.

The features taken as a wholc go beyond defining a small school, which is about as far

as the literature can take one. They define:

a small school environment in which staff and students spend the majority of their

time interacting with each other in small and stable groups and where rich opportunities for

students to participate in extracurricular activities exist;

an educational format which is structurcd to provide students with more coordinated

and cohesive instruction that is predicated on teachers' working as mutually supportive
members of a cross-disciplinary team;

a systcm of local management which depcnds on a high level of participation in

decision-making by both staff and students and narrows the gap between administrative and

instructional functions.

1 he housc system so defined addresses many of the major criticisms made of traditional

high school organ ization.10 In particular, it speaks to the characterization of schools as large,

burcaucra tic institutions which are impersonal, alienating, and unresponsive to students as well

as staff; to the curriculum which is viewed as fragmented and broad rather than deep; and to

school management that relies on top-down dccision-making and is widely found to be divisive

and ineffective.
13a rriers to implementation. Our study points out starkly the difficulties inherent in

establishing house systems within a traditional school setting. Thc student-centered house
system cannot coexist with traditional, subject-centered schooling. Features of the latter which

pose serious barriers to a house system include a curriculum that is broken up into multiple

National Coalition of Advocates for Studcnts. (1985). Barriers to excellence: Our
children at risk. Washington, D.C; Committee for Economic Development. (1987). Children
in need: Inv stment tr e isf r he u ationallv disadvantaged, NewYork; Sizer, T.
(1984). Horace's compromise. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin.
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Table 1

Key Features or the House System

Instruction

I louse Unit Structure:

1. Students and interdisciplinary staff are organized into houses (of not more than 500 students) for
instruction;

2. Houses are not based on differing abilities;

3. Students remain in the same house across grade levels.

Sub-Unit Structure:

4 The house is subdivided into instructional units containing an interdisciplinary team of teachers who
share a group of students in common for instruction;

5. Teacher teams develop a coordinated curriculum;

6. The day/week is structured to give teams time to meet as a group.

Student Support

7. Support staff are permanently linked to each house.

Extracurricular Activities

8. Extracurricular activities are organized within each house.

Physical Facilities

9. Physical facilities allow students to take most courses and meet with staff in physical proximity.

Bouse Management

JO. IlouSes are managed by their own staffs and have an operating budget.
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academic tracks and programs, an academic department structure which, alone, drives

curriculum development and staff supervision, and a specialized system of student support that

directs different staff to focus on different aspects of student functioning.

By way of summarizing the obstacles that staff encountered in trying to implement a

house system, the most significant barriers, along with tried and untried strategies for

surmounting these barriers and the implications that different strategies have for long-term

planning, arc listed in Table 2. An attempt was made to present only the most constructive

options for dealing with barriers. In many cases, one option represents a more radical

restructuring of the existing system, while the other represents something of a compromise

strategy.
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STATISTICAL COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT HOUSE SYSTEMS

In order to document the hypothesized benefits of house systems, we collected extensive

data from studcnts and staff in the four schools whose house systems were described
previously. Student and staff questionnaires and school records of student performance were

the sources of data. Since none of the schools implemented a powerful and complete house

system in terms of the features listed in Table I, we are unable to demonstrate the full
potential of housc systems in any absolute sense. Instead, we designed the statistical analysis

to evaluate the relative advantage of more complete designs over others.
Although house systems have a decades-long history in U.S. schools, thcir benefits arc

not well documented. Research has not examined house system effects within a conceptual or

theoretical framework that would allow researchers to account for their findings in a reliable

manner. The present research uses theories of school and organization sizen to specify more

comprehensively what the effects of house systcms are and the mechanisms by which house

systems produce these effects.
According to theory, house systems affect students directly in two general ways:

Through creating more supportive relationships among students, teachers, and support staff and

more opportunities for students to participate in school life, that is, extracurricular and co-

curricular activities. Supportive relationships and extracurricular participation are variables

which are considered instrumental to achieving desired student outcomes, such as regular
attendance and good academic performance. House systems affect staff directly by enhancing

their intcraction and involvement in decision-making which, in turn, leads to increased
satisfaction with their jobs.

The direct and indirect effects of house systems on students and staff are listed in Table

3. Statistical analyses were conductcd to test the overarching hypothcsis that well designed

house systcms affect students and staff in a manner consistent with theory. These analyses do

not rule out alternative explanations for the observed effects, but make them less tenable.

11 Barker, R. & Associates. (1978). Habitats, environments and human behavior. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass; Kimberly, J. (1976). Organizational size and the structuralist
perspective: A review, critique, and proposal. Administrative Science Quarterly, 21, 571-597.
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Table 3

Direct and Indirect Effects of the House System

Direct Effects on Students and Teachers Indirect Effects on Students and Teachers

Greater teacher-student interaction and familiarity

Greater support staff-student interaction and familiarity

Enhanced participation in extracurricular activities

Increased staff involvement in decision-making

Increased staff collegiality

Improved student discipline

Heightened student self-esteem

Improved student attendance

Improved academic performance

More favorable school climate

Higher staff job satisfaction/morale
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Sehosls. The study schools were selected from a larger group of NYC high schools

serving similar student populations. Black and Hispanic students predominate in these schools;

white students arc nearly nonexistent. Sizable proportions of the students are poor and have

only limited proficiency in English. The staffs of these schools are also quite comparable; they

tcnd to have extensive training and experience and are mostly white.
Thc schools in our study sample were allowed to vary on two potentially important

dimensions: student ethnicity and school size. Black students represented a proportion of the

student body ranging from a minority of 14% to a majority of 90%. School size was over 3,000

in two schools, approximately 1,700 students in one school, and close to 1,000 students in
another. We were particularly interested in comparing the impact of housc systems on staff
and studcnts in schools of different sizes We wanted to know whether the benefits accruing

to large schools with house systems approached those of a relatively small school which, on thc

basis of si alone, should afford certain advantages, e.g., greater student-staff familiarity.

Students and staff. Students were sampled from each house in the school, except

bilingual and special education. The latter were not investigated in the present study since
these programs remained essentially unchanged by the house system regardless of whether they

had been officially designated as houses. However, students targeted for dropout prevention
services were sampled. The schools' house plans accommodated at-risk students in different

ways and afforded the opportunity to evaluate how well at-risk students fare under different

arrangements. Only 9th and 10th graders were included in the sample since the upper grades

had not been organized into houses at the timc of our study. In all, 311 students completed
questionnaires; the number ranged from 57 in the smallest school to 101 in the largest.

A total of 83 staff completed questionnaires; the number ranged from 14 in the smallest

school to 36 in the largest. The sample was restricted to staff who instructed mostly 9th and

10th gradcrs.

Measures

Thc measures described below were either specially constructed for the present study

or arc established instruments. In all cases, thc psychometric properties of the measures were

assessed in this study and found to be adequate; means, standard deviations, and reliability

coefficients arc presented in Appendix A.
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Student Questionnaire. A student questionnaire was constructed to measure studcnt
effects. Studcnts were asked about their peer relationships and their tics to teachers and
support staff. In each case, a multiple-item scale was used to assess students' strength of
relationship with these individuals along two dimensions:degree of acquaintanceship and range

of interaction. For example, students were asked, "how many of your teachers (students in
your house) do you know quite well?" and "how many have you participated in house
cxtracurriculars with?" In order to measure reliably students' relationships with support staff

with whom they have less frequent interaction, we listed the names of support staff assigned

to the studcnt and asked students to indicatc whether they knew or had interacted with each.
To measure extracurricular participation wc inventoried the activities that had been

organized in each house for students, listed each type of activity on thc questionnaire, and
asked students to indicate how many times they had participated in each.

Wc administered a global self-worth sub-scale taken from the Self-Perception Profile

for Adolescents12 and two sets of items measuring student deportment and school climate

adapted from the High School and Beyond Survey.13 The school climate scale requires
students to rate the quality of several aspccts of their school, e.g., safety, teaching, that are

intended to assess the overall academic and social environment of the school. We also asked

studcnts to statc in an open-ended way what they liked best about thcir housc. A category
system was developed, and students' answers were coded accordingly; inter-coder reliability
was high (90%).

Finally, wc obtained attendance and academic performance indiccs for spring semester

from students' official transcripts. We did not examine students' fall performance since
incoming freshmen often arc not settled into classes until late fall.

Staff Questionnaire. We developed items which tapped how well teachers know their

students. Teachers were asked how many studcnts camc to them with personal problems, how

many they knew academically across thc several courses they took, and how many they knew

in personal terms related to home and ncighborhood. In addition, we administered two scales

taken from the School Assessment Survey." One consisted of two sub-scales measuring the

extent of teacher influence over curriculum and instruction and resource allocation. The

12 !tarter, S. (1986). Self-perception profile for adolescents, Denver, CO: University of
Denver.

13 National Opinion Research Center. (1980). High school and beyond. Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago: Chicago, IL.

14 Wilson, B. (1985). School Assessmcnt Survey. Educational Leadership, ill 6, 50-53.
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second scale assessed the frequency with which teachers communicated with key colleagues

about different aspects of their work. Finally, teachers were asked to respond to a teacher
morale scale taken from the Effective School Battery."

Questionnaire administratiok Researchers administered questionnaires to students in
their classrooms during a regularly scheduled class period. Students and their parents were
asked beforehand to give their consent to participate voluntarily in the study; consent forms
were printed in both English and Spanish. The researchers provided a brief introduction to the

study and questionnaire and offered to provide assistance in English or Spanish. Staff filled

out questionnaires during their free periods and returned them to a designated teacher.

Pesign Of Analysis

As described earlier, there was enormous variation in the design of individual houses

within cach school, and, almost always, house structure changed from ninth grade, where
houses were viewed as most needed, to tenth grade. In order to be able to draw clear inferences

about thc effects of different house designs in schools of different size, we grouped houses into

homogeneous categories and made comparisons within single grade levels.

House types. To assess student cffccts, four different house types werc created.
Students in the two largest schools, Manhattan and Brooklyn, with the exception of students

in Brooklyn's 9th Grade Humanities Sub-School, were placed in thc loosely structured
house/large school category; the number of students from each school was equal. Support staff

and a minimal number of teachers were organized around these students' houses. Students in

thc smallest school, Bronx Small, were assigned to the loosely structured house/small school

category. Only one teacher and a housc theme course were otganizcd around houses at Bronx

Small. Students in the 9th Grade Humanitics Sub-School were assigned to the tightly structured

house/large school category. Students in the 9th Grade house plan at Bronx Intermediate were

categorized as tightly structured/intermediate size. Both support staff and all core academic

teachers were organized within the house in the tightly structured house categories.

Student ethnicity was distributed across house types in the following way: A mix of

blacks and Hispanics compriscd the loosely structured/large school catcgory, since Manhattan

and Brooklyn have mostly Hispanic and mostly black students respectively. The loosely

structured/small school house type contained mostly Hispanics, and the tightly structured/large

15 Gottfredson, G. (1985). Effective school battery: User's manual. Odessa, FL:
Psychological Assessment Resources.
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school type contained mostly blacks. The tightly structured/intermediate size school category

was composed of Hispanics and blacks in the ratio of 2:1.

In order to examine teacher effects, we constructed a fifth house category called no

house/large school. This allowed us to compare teachers at Manhattan and Brooklyn who were

not assigned to a house with those who were assigned to loosely structured houses as well as to

tightly structured ones.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Schef fe's test for inter-group differences were uscd

to test hypotheses.

Results

Students

Table 4 displays the mean variable scores obtained for 9th grade students in each house

t ype; students targeted for dropout prevention services were excluded from these analyses since

they were unequally represented across different house types.

Relationships with peers. Students' familiarity with other students in their house varied

significantly across house types (12. <.05). Students were least familiar with one another in the

loosely structured houses of the large schools. They reported a roughly equal degree of

familiarity with each other in the tightly structured houses and in the smallest school. Overall,

students' scores fell near the midpoint of thc rangc.

Relationships with teachers, The percentage of teachers with whom students indicated

they had strong ties also varied to a significant extent across house types. Studcnts in the

loosely structured houses of the large schools, again, had the weakest tics, but differed only

slightly from students in the tightly structured house in the small school; both groups knew

about a quarter of their teachers. Students in the tightly structured house in the large school

and students in thc smallest school had the strongest ties with teachers; they reported knowing

about a third of their teachers.

Relationships with support staff Up to five support staf f were assigned to houses; thesc

included a house coordinator, supervising assistant principal, grade advisor or dean, and

pat aprolessiona I. Only students in thc tightly structured houses at the intermediate size school

had all five support staff to draw upon exclusively. Studerr.s in the other houses had four

support staff, but these wcrc not always exclusively assigned to the studcnt's house. An

inspection of thc mean support staff scorcs, however, reveals that despite official staff

assignments, students across all house types interacted chiefly with just two support staff, the

house coordinator and gu.idance counselor or, in the ease of one housc, grade advisor.
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lame 4

A Comparison of the Effects of
Different House Types on Students

Mean Score by House Type

Significance
Levels

Measures* Ikosely
Structured/

Large School

Loosely

Structured/
Small school

Tightly
Structured/

Large School

'lightly
Structured/
Intermediate
Sae SCh001

Know students (1-5)
2.88 3.17 3.25 3.19 .02

% teachers known .24 .33 .31 .26 .02

Know house coordinator (1-2)
1.39 1.53 1.47 1.54 .01

Know assistant principal (1-2) 1.19 1.17 1.10 1.12 .07

Know grade advisor/dean (1-2) 1.47 1.17

Know guidance counselor (1-2)
1.43 1.51 1.19 1.59 .(X)

Know paraprofessional (1-2) 1.16 1.12 1.15

# of extracurriculars
2.57 5.89 5.14 9.83 .00

Sell-esteeni (1-4)
2.74 2.92 3.18 2.91 .09

Sense of community (0-1)
.14 .13 .41 .36 .01

Ilave cut classes (1-2) 1.57 1.24 1.30 1.52 .

# ol days absent 11.11 12.44 11.52 10.71 .95

Average grade (0-100) 63.06 66.88 67.31 67.50 .28

tt of credits
3.43 4.78 4.17 3.96 .05

Was promoted (1-2) 1.43 1.59 1.62 1.78

-
.03

Numbers in parentheses incate score range
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Students' ratings of their house coordinator differed across house type to a significant
extent. Scores were lowest among students in thc loosely structured houses in the large schools,

highest among students in thc tightly structured houses at the intermediate size school and in

thc loosely structured house/small school, and intermediate for students in thc tightly
structured house/large school. Overall, scores fell in the middle of range.

Students' ratings of their guidance counselor also differed to a significant extent across

house designs. Students in thc tightly structured house/intefmediate size school rated their
counselor highest; students in the loosely structured house/smai school gave the next highest

rating; and students in the loosely structured house/large school gave thc third highest rating.

Students in the tightly structured house/large school rated thcir counselor very low, probahly

because the counselor was not exclusively assigned to the house. In contrast, they gave their

grade advisor, who was exclusively assigned to the house, a rating closer to that received by the

other students' counselors.
Students' ratings of the assistant principal in charge of the house were uniformly low

and did not vary to a significant extent across house types. Student ratings of
paraprofessionals were similarly low. The only dean rated received a score similar to that
obtained for assistant principals and paraprofessionals. Statistical comparisons were not
conducted where a particular type of support staff was not found across all house types. In any

case. with the exception of the grade advisor in thc tightly structured house in the large school,

these additional support staff appeared to provide negligible amounts of support.
lAtracurricular activities. The number of extracurricular events in which students

participated ranged widely from a high of 9.83 in the tightly structured house/intermediate

size school to a low of 2.57 activities in the loosely structured houses in the large schools, a
statistically significant difference. Students in thc tightly structurcd house/large school
participated in 5.14 activities, about as many as students in the loosely structured house/small

school, 5.8').

Re.t-liked house feature. Students' free-format responses to the question,"what do ou

like hest lbout your house," fell most often into two categories labeled sense of community and

house cut riculum. Sense of community indexed students' positive l'eclinc!:, about collective

members of the house, peers or staff, or sense of unique identity as a member of the house.

House eul riculum referred to students' liking for their houses's curricular cmphasis or unique

course offerings. .1-hese categories strongly differentiated house types. Students in the tightly

sti ucturcd houses more often expressed a sense of community than members of loosely
structured houses; thc latter more often expressed a liking for their house curriculum. Only
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the results for sense of community are included in Table 4 since it is the only effect of the two

that can be predicted on the basis of theory.
School climate. Generally speaking, students perceived the climate of their school to be

average, although their ratings varied from slightly below to slightly above average across

housc typcs, yielding a statistically significant difference. Students rated school climate

highest at thc loosely structured/small school, intermediate at the tightly

structured/intermediate size school, and lowest at the loosely structured/large schools. School

size seems to dif ferentiate school climate ratings better than house type. The findings arc not

presented in Table 4 because one cannot reasonably predict a school climate effect of houses

which arc not organized on a schoolwide basis.
Self-esteem. Student self-esteem varied only to a marginally significant extent (2.<.! 0)

across house types. Self-esteem was highest among students in thc tightly structurcd
house/large school, intermediate in the tightly structured/intermediate size school and loosely

structurcd/small school and lowest in the loosely structured/large school. Student ratings

reflected positive self-esteem generally.
Attendance. The numbcr of days students were absent during spring semester was very

nearly the same across house types. Students' self-report of whether thcy cut classes from time

to time, however, revealed significant differences: Students in the loosely structured/large

school and tightly structured/intermediate size school cut classes with roughly the same
frequency and more often than students in the loosely structured/small school and tightly
structured/large school who also did not differ appreciably from one another on this variable.

Academic performance. House type dif ferentiated students' academic performance on

two of three indices recorded by schools. Students in the loosely structured/large schools

earned thc fewest course credits; students in the tightly structurcd houses earned an
intermediate number; and students in the loosely structured small school earned the most.
Similarly, students in the loosely structured/large schools were promoted less often than
students in any of the other schools. Students in the tightly structured/intermediate size school

appear to have thc highest promotion rate, but the finding is misleading given that staff had

cased promotion standards during the study year. These students' relative rate of promotion

probably corresponds more closely to the relative number of credits they earned. Students'

average grade across the courses they took did not differ significantly across house types, but

showed the same pattern of variation as thc other two indict..

In order to strengthen the argument that thcsc findings are due to house type and not

preexisting differences in student ability, we examined the only readily available index of

students' academic proficiency in 8th grade, their standardized scores on a reading test
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(Degrees of Reading Power). Analysis showed that students' 8th grade reading scores were not

significantly different across housc types.
Discussion of student effects, Statistical analyses of the effect of different house

systems on student outcome variables provided support for the claim that house systems which

organize all facets of schooling around houses, instruction as well as support and student
activities, have a more favorable impact on students than ones which do not.

In cight of the nine analyses which yielded a significant effect of house type, students

in at least one of the categories of loosely structured houses, usually the loosely

structured/large school, had the poorest outcomes. In six of those analyses, students in at least

one of the tightly structured house types had the most positive outcomes. Importantly, the samc

trends were observed across both direct and indircct effect variables.

A comparison of tightly versus loosely structured house types in schools of the same size

provides the clearest indication of the superiority of the tightly structured houses. Higher
mean scores were obtained for students in thc tightly structured housc in the large school than

in thc loosely structured houses in the large schools on nearly every variable for which a
significant effect was found. These findings help to rule out the possibility that school size
as opposed to house type produced the observed differences.

While the consistency of thc cffccts of housc type on students may bc impressive, the

magnitude of thcsc effects is not. Only rarely was the effect for house typc large enough to

yield statistically significant differences between any two pairs of house types, making it
impossible to claim, for example, that the mean score differences between tightly and loosely

structured how:es in the large schools arc not chance findings. Only the consistent pattern of

differences across so many variables suggests thcy ai c not.

Furthermore, most of the variation in effect scores is attributable to differences
between the tightly structured houses and thc loosely structured houses in thc large schools. hut

not the small school. Indeed, the small school effects are quite similar to those found for
tightly structured houses. This suggests that the stronger house systems established in the larger

schools provided more studcnt support than the large schools with weak house systems, but still

arc not strong enough to outpci-form the small school with a wcak house system.

Students' ratings of thcir relationships with othcrs in their house showed that at bcst
students interacted closely with "several" of their pccrs and one-third of thcir teachers (fewer

than two) and shared a moderate degree of acquaintanceship with two support staff. These

findings may indicate there is room for improvement. The staff outcomes presented below give

another indication of how house systems could be strengthened.
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Teachers

Variable mean scores for teachers in cach house type arc presented in Table 5. By way

of validating their house type assignment, we examined the number of classes they reported
thcy instructed within a house. Their responses are clearly differentiated by house type.
Teachers in thc tightly structurcd houses taught their full classload within their house. 4-5
classes; teachers in the loosely structured houses in the large schools taught only two; teachers

in the loosely structured houses in the small school and unassigned teachers taught less than
one.

Relationships with students, We asked teachers how many students they taught in the
current semester and, then, how many of these they had certain knowledge of or experience
with. Despite the fact that class size had been reduced for teachers in the tightly structured

houscs, thc total number of students they taught (89 in the large school and 102 in the
intermediate size school) was not significantly different from that for other teachers (2=.65)
owing to smaller classloads and normal variations in class size.

Teachers indicatcd generally small numbers of students had asked thcm for personal

advice in the past two weeks; the number did not vary to a significant extent across house

types. Teachers knew larger numbers of students on a personal basis, but these numbers also
wcrc not discriminable by house type. However, the extent to which teachers were acquainted

with students' academic performance across the several courses they took differed in the
manner predicted. Teachers in the tightly structured houses knew the largest numbers of
studcnts academically; teachers in the loosely structured houses in the large schools knew an

intermediate number; and teachers in the other two categories knew the smallest numbers.

Collegiality. Teachers spokc about their work most often with another teachcr, close
to oncc or twice a week on average; they communicated with their supervisor about their work

closer to once or twice a month and with a counselor slightly less often than that. Scores on

thcsc measures did not vary across house type.

We also examined whether the key colleagues with whom respondents interacted were

in thc same house as the respondent. Respondents usually communicated with teachers,
administrators, and counselors in the same house where all three types of staff were organized

around houses: in the loosely structured housc/largc school and the tightly structured houses.
This was especially true of respondents' communication with teacher peers and counselors, but

less so with administrators. Mean scores across thc three house types ranged from .61 to 80 for

teachers and counselors and from .30 to .56 for administrators on a 0-1 scale; scores did not vary

significantly among the three house types, but differed to a significant extent from the scores

4 4



Table 5

A Comparison of the Effects of
Different House Types on Teachers

Mean Score by House Type

SigmfLcance

Levels

Measures*
l oosely

Structured/
Large School

Loosely
Structured/

Small School

Tighdy
Structured/

Large School

Tightly
Structured/

Intermedtare
Size School

No flouse/
1.4rge School

# of house classes taught 2.00 .80 3.8F, 4.78 .83 .

14 of students seeking advice 5.15 7.67 11.44 4.80 6.65 .27

a of students known academically
27.44 12.86 41.67 39.00 15.06 .01

ti of students known personally 15.88 13.69 29.00 16.90 12.29 .25

Communication w/ teacher (1-5) 3.72 3.10 3.88 3.65 3.56 .12

Teacher is in same house (0-1)
.61 .00 .67 .80 .00 .

Communication w/ administrator
(1-5)

3.27 3.00 3.36 2.88 2.89 .32

A(ministrator is in same house
( fl- 1)

.55 .06 .56 .30 .

Communication w/ counselor (1-5) 2'77 2.58 2.84 2.70 2.68 .97

Counselor is in same house (0-1) .65 .06 .78 .80 .00 .

Influence on curriculum (1-4)
2.99 2.64 3.13 3.18 3.18 .13

Influence on resources (1-4) 1.75 1.69 2.07 1.72 1.79 .58

Morale ( I -2)
1.64 1.73 1.79 1.56 1.70 .28

* Numbers in parentheses indicate score range
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obtained for the loosely structured house/small school and no house types. Teachers'
comparatively weak interaction with the house administrator supports the house assistant
principals' assertion that their authority was limited by departmental assistant principals
outside thc housc.

Involvement in decision-making. Teachers' ratings of their influence over decisions
related to classroom instruction indicated they had a moderate degree of input on average.
Teachers felt they had a good deal less influence over resource allocation; their ratings tended

to reflect less than minor input. None of these scale scores showed statistically significant
variation across house type.

Job morale. Teachers' morale generally appeared to be above average; scores did not
differ across house type.

Finally, we compared the extent of teachers' professional experience across house typcs.

Length of experience varied from a low of 1.56 in the tightly structured/intermediate size
school to a high of 3.12 in the no house type on a scale of 1-4, a statistically significant
dif ference. The finding agrees with administrators' frequent lament that the older, more
experienced teachers were not inclined to give up their upper level courses to teach exclusively

within the 9th grade clusters that were organized in the tightly structured houses.

Discussion of teacher effects, The design of the tightly structured houses appears to
have had a stronger impact on students than on teachers. The only demonstrable effect of the
tightly structured houses was teachers' greater familiarity with students' all-around academic

performancc, albeit an important outcome and one that is almost certainly attributable to the

interdisciplinary instructional teams operating in these houses.

Thc failure of the tightly structured houses to enhance staff collegiality and input into

decisionmaking throws some of the limitations of their design into sharp relief. As discussed

in thc previous section, house management was weak in all the house systcms. Houses enjoyed

little autonomy, and house star f were not empowered to respond directly to issues arising
within thc house. Moreover, thc interdisciplinary teacher teams, while providing an important

new context for professional exchange, were weakened by their conflicts with the academic

departments. In sum, these findings suggest that thc better designed houses have realized some

but not all the potential benefits of a house system.

4 6
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Ill
OBSERVATIONS OF STUDENTS' DAYS

In addition to interviewing school staff and collecting quantitative data from teachets

and students, wc conducted systematic observations of students' days in school. 1 he

observations permitted us to view house systems from a very important perspective, that of the

students' daily experience in school. From this vantage point, we were able to gauge the extent

to w hich house systems effected changes in the larger context of schooling that penetrated the

classroom, where, ultimately, house systems must be felt to make a real difference. We also
used thc observations to become better acquainted with the conditions under which instruction

occurs and to explore the implications of these conditions for other needed reforms.

Method

A r,.search associate, trained as a teacher and observer, observed at least two studcnts

in each of the four study schools. In all, the observer accompanied nine students through 115

classes taught by 55 different teachers.
Thc obser.er met initially with house coordinators and teachers to ask them to identify

three to Nur 9th grade students, males and females, who were neither the least nor most able.

with reasonably good attendance for observation. She then met with these students to finalize

selections, typically a male and female in cach school. She returned to shadow cach student for

two or more days over a period lasting up to two months.

"Flie focus of observation was the studcnt's verbal and non-verbal behavior as well as

that of his, hcr peers and teachers, thc physical environment, and time of day in each of the

settings which the student entered over the course of the school day, including hallways,
classrooms, and cafeteria. Thc observer did not usc a pre-set category system to select what to

observe other than her highly relevant experience as tcachcr and one-time student; rather shc

employed an emergent approach to observation in order to be maximally sensitive to the unique

and unpredictable features of thc settings in thcsc schools.16

All names appearing in the observation notcs excerpted below are fictitious to guarantee

a nonymity.

Eisner, E. (1986). What high schools arc like: Views from thc inside. Stanford, CA:
Stanford Llni crsity.
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Observed Effects of House Systems on Students'

and Staff's Day-to-Day Functioning

Broadly spcaking, thc observations revealed that the more complete house systems had

limited, yet important effects at the level of classroom activity. The more striking effects on

classroom activity were attributable not to schools or house designs, but to a handful of
teachers who were no more likely to be found in the tightly structured houses than the others.

Thc contrasts between classes instructed by these teachers and other classes arc described later

on. The two most significant classroom outcomes of house systems arc discussed below.
Staff collaboration. In the tightly structured house systems in place at Bronx

Intermediate and Brooklyn Large, collaboration among staff, including teachers and guidance

personnel, was more evident. The observer noted several instances of tcachers' calling on
support staff to help with a class disturbance and upon one another for pointers between clases

where house teachers taught in one area of the building; in the loosely structured houses where

classrooms wcrc not situated proximally, this was never noted.

This finding suggests that staff in the tightly structured houses had an increased
capacity to call upon one another for support in a convenient and timely manner. The
following observation notes illustrate vividly:

Thc teacher pauses in the session and gocs out into the hall. . . . When the teacher

rcturns, it is with the counselor. Thc counselor stands at the door and looks at one
student: "Julia, let's go." With very little fuss the girl gets up, but as she does so, she
turns to the teacher and says, "I hate you." The teacher says "Sorry," but obviously looks

as though he is not thrown by this, or vacillating in his own mind. Julia and the
counselor leave, and the teacher closes the door behind them. The students work at
thcir essays. The teacher moves around the room, looking at students' work, available
for the occasional question ...

The above episode is all the more noteworthy considcring the extraordinary amount of class

time that was lost during teachers' isolated and very oftcn ineffective attempts to quell
disturbances as discussed below. In instances like these, the house systcm led to more
appropriate use of staff and less time away from instruction.

Amount of class time. There were two ways in which the tightly structured houses affected

the amount of time teachers actually spent on instruction. First, thc clustering of classrooms

csultcd in some reduction in the number of studcnts who arrived late to classes. Whereas late

arrivals were a ubiquitous and vexing feature of classes everywhere, studcnts who had to walk
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a few steps to reach the next class were more likely to arrive on time than students having to
traverse vast corridors:

Outside thc doorway the student half turncd to me and over her shoulder told me that we
go to Du Champ now. And we did. We went right in. Remember, thc doorways are just
inchcs apart. ... A number of students arc already in the room, and morc arrive by thc
instant. After just a moment more of waiting, DuChamp begins to address the whole group:

"Good morning, good morning. Gentlemen wearing hats may please want to remove them."

Every boy wearing a cap, as well as one boy in a cap just coming through the doorway,

removes them.... DuChamp paused for a moment as the bell rang, and then continued.
"First. I want to thank you for coming in."

Second, the double periods that were more often scheduled in the tightly structured houses

had a marked impact on the teacher's ability to work at a more leisurely pace and with
individual students. Very often the lengthened class time was uscd to let students work
through an exercise and thcn discuss it. It was also clear that double periods were demanding

of teachers and students and that unless the increased flexibility they afforded was taken
advantage of, thcy could be difficult to get through. In some cases, a short "official period"

fell between the two periods, causing many students to lose any connection they had made to

the class. In thcsc cases, valuable time was lost in restarting the class, and the advantages of
a double period were diminishcd.

The episode below shows how the teacher was able to make good use of a double period

spent in thc library; he worked in a flexible manner with a large number of class members. in

groups and individually, as they went about researching a topic in thc library:

The teacher talks with Susanna. She has chosen Marilyn Monroe as her subject, and
together thcy snag thc librarian and ask hcr how they might find somc sources on the
movie star.... The teacher who was perched on the edge of Minnic's table ... has come
over to our table and is standing, talking with three girls about onc portion of the
assignment. Thcy arc puzzled about how to answcr a question conccrning the social status

of their subjects.... The teacher is called away by another studcnt for a minute, but now
returns and sits in thc empty chair next to Davona. Davona's subject is Althea Gibson. and

the teacher asks her question after question about the woman. Hc tries to pull out the point

in such a way that it becomes Davona's as_well, that Gibson broke ground as an athlete who

was a woman, opening a door for othcr womcn to follow through after hcr.... Michacla

rcturncd just then, and handed the hall pass to the teacher who in turn passed it to Roberto

and told him, "You have two minutes." Off the fellow went. And he was back promptly.
Hc gave thc pass to the teacher, and whcn thc teacher asked how his work was doing, he
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said hc had finished his assignment.... The bell rings. There is a momcntary flutter as
several studcnts move, forgetting that they arc here for a double period, but thcy orient
themselves quickly. A few do decide to take a break, and in this library environment it

seems to be permitted.

Qualities of School Experience

In order to come to grips with significant qualities of school experience and the lessons
thcy may hold for educational reform, we attempted to identify thc dominant features of
students' intcractions with the school environs. Dominant features were operationalized as
patterns of behavior or experience which repeatedly emerged in the fine-grained observation

notcs. Thc identified features were checked against the observer's overall impressions. Most
features were overwhelmingly prominent and negative given that so many classes yielded
minimal, productive work time; and they are all highly interrelated. Each feature is described

and illustrated with observation notes below.

Student disruption/teacher control attempts, The most striking feature of classroom
activity was a pattern of student-teacher interam n consisting of students' distracting
behavior, often coupled with unsuccessful efforts on the part of the teacher to control it; only

a Fraction of classes departed from this pattern.
Students' behavior seemed to reflect studcnts' low level of engagement in and passive

resistance to thc task at hand; only when the teacher persisted with demands for the students'

compliance did students sometimes respond with open hostility. Teachers generally responded

to students with efforts directed at containing their behavior and creating a semblance of
control; much less frequently, teachers attempted to gain students' full compliance. In this way

teachers were able to maintain a degree of focus on instruction despite repeated, bricf
interruptions.

Each class period presented teachers with the dilemma of needing to preserve class time for

instruction versus needing to take timc to rcspond directly and consistently to individual
students' behavior in order to preserve order and authority. As the observation notcs below

show, the middle course teachers took involved significant trade-offs to both instruction and

order.

(Class begins at 9:45.)

9:45

One door bangs open as three girls comc into the room.... Kids are slowly meandering into

the classroom and mainly heading to seats at the back of the room. The tall boy comes in
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and heads to the back of the room, commenting as he moves along.... He stands, other

students stand, chatting, jackets left on. There has been no dircct communication between

the teacher and any of the students. The teacher has made a few weak overtures to the

group about "settling in." Now she comes on strongish -- settle in and pay attention or she

will gi c out sheets to work on. This has no effect, and after another minute or so. she

begins to hand out worksheets with a cold, silent face, telling thcm thcy have 20 minutes

and then to hand them in. There is still a comment here, a question there about (an

unrelated activity. The teacher responds,) "if I am interrupted one more time, it is a test."

... Sylvester gets up, announcing he needs to go to the bathroom. Thc teacher says not now,

he pauses but then he heads out the door and is gone. The teacher does not comment, turns

away from his departure . . putting on thc face that she simply did not see him disobey.

The student was gone for a very short while. He came back in, and there was Janis also.

She smoothed her way across the room into a seat, and the teacher neither looked at her or

madc a comment. She did look at Sylvester and said something about how she could give

him a cut for his behavior. He replies in a soft but perfectly audible voice, "So give me a

fucking cut." He takes his seat slowly, carefully, and settles in as if hc will not be thrown

by thc conversation. Thc teacher says not anothcr word to him.

10:05

This is the momcnt when I feel that wc arc settled in, in our scats, and as together as a

group as we will be this period.

Although teachers often feel that students bring in an "attitude" that is unfavorable to

classwork, thc observations indicate that reason cnough for their behavior cxists in the

classroom. Thc work, itself, very often seemed to lack inherent interest:

This is a smallish room, at least it feels small, crammed as it is with two long rows of wide

tables bearing IBM PCs. There were 12 boys and 3 or 4 girls in the group. The teacher

bustled and moved all period and had a paraprofessional working with hcr, and still there

was not a great deal of individualized attcntion for the students. One of the last students

to come in is a boy named Manuel. . . . It takes a minute to find him a machine. It is

already pretty crowded in hcrc. . . . Thc class began with fingcring exercises on the

computer keyboards -- but with the machines turned off! I could hear a commotion from

somc student somewhere in the room, but could not see who, because the machines block

big portions of the rest of the room from view. But I could see that it was not the very big

guy I had been sitting right ncxt to earlier in the period. But tne teacher, perhaps because

many times he is the source of commotion jumped on the case, and yelled out for this boy

to cut it out. Darnelle maue some faint protest. This made no impression on the teacher
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who was onto other things. Worth noting, within the next few minutes, Darnel le burst out

into song, in full voice, as he sits over his fingering exercise. 'The teacher has begun to

hand out diskettes, and it takes her another minute to respond to Darnel le -- "Stop singing.

Concentrate on what you have to do." Once the students all had disks and had been helped

to boot up, thc teacher came back to tell mc a little about what shc was doing -- that this

work was to combine practice in reading and typing. She told mc shc had to scrounge up

thc disks herself, and reformat them. Now they arc doing a drill with punctuation signs,

and that then they would be going on to reading. Darnelle calls out "this is frustrating."

Ile felt free to say it, and the teacher called back in what sounded like a sympathetic tone.

She turns back to me and says there is a certain amount of drill involved.... She told me

that thc disks also contained some games shc had found that thc kids enjoy, and asked mc

to come takc a look. She asked Louis who was going through thc punctuation drill if she

could usc this machine for a minute. She went to another f ile on his diskette and a game

came up on thc screen. She began to play it out. Louis and I watched. And it did look like

fun. She quit, and returned to the drill and moved out of his way. Ile never had a chance

to touch thc game. After the teacher leaves me, she goes over and talks with Louis, asking

him what is the matter. "I'm tired," he replies. But the teacher has been distracted by

something she sees at another seat, and calls out, "What are you doing?" as she barrels away

to thc site. A few minutes later Louis calls out to thc teacher, who approaches. He asks hcr

what some keys are, and she talks to him for a moment. Then it is time to collect thc disks.

Just as in the beginning of class, the kids have to sit there with nothing to do while the

disks arc collected one by one.

Dampening physical environment. As is apparent in the notes above, the physical

environment and available resources often contributed to uninvolving and frustrating
classroom experiences. Classrooms and hallways were, by and large, unattractive and poorly

maintained and sometimes posed real barriers to effective functioning. This fact of school life

was documented across all the study schools. Thc following notes were made in thc same

school.

Wc head down the hall. About to turn into thc central ..tairwell, we see that it is still

blocked off and soaking wct with water leaking into the building from the rainstorms

outside.

It is cold in this room. Ten of the students have their jackets on. So do 1. .. It is a big

classroom compared to (the previous one), and the walls are in much better shape. It does

not feel like a science room, and while there arc some charts op thc walls, there are no lab

equipment or tables. Thc end of the room looks unused.... The wund of the rain and wind
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pounding on the windows grows much louder just now, and the three or four rows of

students in this side of the room seem keenly awarc of this change. One student makes a

quiet comment -- wondering if the glass in the windows will break. Anothcr student

quietly says, "Calm down." But none of the faces I see turning towards the windows looks

at ease.

And in another school:

The set-up of the room began to come into focus: Five rows of rather smallish desks bolted

to thc floor. It could be a charming room, but the walls were painted a dreary color. The

floors might have been sanded within the past year or so, but needed a good cleaning and

waxing, at the least.... The teacher has moved to one end of the lab table, and stands in

front of a bell jar with a candle inside it, and some kind of motor thing next to it. A

vacuum pump, I hear. The teacher begins to fuss with getting thc apparatus to run. And

thcn it seems that something is not right hcrc, and it does not start. The teacher fusses

some morc and then she says, "I don't feel like being electrocuted today -- what about

tomorrow?" A student voice responds, "Maybe tomorrow." There are a number of
conversations going in the classroom, two boys here, two boys there, a small group of three

girls and a boy; the hum of conversation is a steady undertone in thc room. We hear the

dulled down sound of a school bell ringing, and this sets off a ripple of motion throughout

the group. The teacher spoke up, "This is not our bell"... . (The students) are ready to

leave, they arc gone? Thc teacher fusses with thc pump, and there is a piece of equipment

with a bell. Thc bell rings, keeps ringing. The vacuum pump is not working. If it were, for

some reason, it would cause the bell to stop ringing. But it does not work. "Unfortunately,

this seal on the bottom of the jar is broken"... . Anothcr school bell rings, but this is not

theirs either. However, the students bcgin to wriggle even more, and clearly they are

dislodged from whatever focus they might have had on their work.

Poor verbal self-expression. In classes in which teachers successfully interacted with

students about the topic at hand, it was painfully apparent that many students were able to

express themselves only in short phrases or disconnected words and were unskilled at stringing

together several words into a sentence. Many students, of course, were first or sccond

generation immigrants from countries where another language was spoken, Spanish, French,

patois. Some students' obvious lack of self-confidence in class contributed to their contorted

rel,i)onses to the teacher's inquiries. But both inside and outside class, students demonstrated

a poor ability to articulate ideas.

The teacher begins the lesson immediately. "What is automation? Raoul?" Raoul's first

reaction is "I don't know," but thc teacher urges him on, and Raoul kind of stutters a bit,
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and then he says something about machines now taking the place of people. The teacher
breaks into a slow wide smile and says, "Look at this guy. Said he doesn't know and then
listen to this answer." ... The teacher: "Can anyone tell us their understanding of w hat

technology is? Ralph?" Ralph: "Technology --" There is a long silence; the teacher

encourages him to try it. But nothing comes. The teacher: "Raoul?" Raoul: "Something

ncw." Ralph: Something that you use " The teacher next asks students to name types

of technology. Raoul: "Walkman." Carlos: "Computer." "Very good," says the teacher. The

list is quickly lengthening now.... The teacher asks the class, "What do they all have in
common?" Someone throws out the word, wire. Then Elton speaks up: "Machinery." The

teacher has begun a chart on the board (listing types of technology and their effects). The

teachers asks the students what thcy would add as an effect of airplanes. Marlena answers,

"far travel distance." The tcacher slightly expands and restates Marlena's point without

questioning her way of saying
Student resilience. These largely negative accounts of classroom activity tcnd to obscure

another commonly observed, yet positive feature of school life: the expressions of energy.

curiosity, and warmth on the part of studcnts. These attributes amount to a kind of resilience

in the face of students' disadvantaged backgrounds and frustrating classroom experiences.
Student resilience was most evident in the contrast in behavior of studcnts as they went

from a string of uninvolving classes, where they showed an enormous amount of
obstructiveness, into a highly absorbing class, where they readily settled in to the task at hand.

or into the hallways, where they made quite charitable appraisals of teachers and engaged in
friendly banter with students and teachers alike. Students' reactions to thc observer were also

extremely telling; they showed openness and curiosity and, on this basis, revealed a good dcal

of self-esteem.

In class, students frequently hesitated or failed to respond to teacher queries out of fcar

of looking foolish. At the same time, whcn criticism was handed out ia an especially frank

manner by a well-liked teacher, studcnts responded with diligence and humor.

Thc following excerpt illustrates how one of the observer's student guidcs, a boy who was

not always regarded favorably by his teachers, handled lunch in the teacher's cafeteria:

Evaughn chooses our scats -- at a long table at which two or thrcc teachers are seated....

A man -- tall, late 40's, approaches the table with a tray. An accounting teacher? Evaughn
greets him heartily, and thcy commence with a kind of banter which implies a long
acquaintance. Evaughn tells mc that hc often goes and sits with him at lunch time. I think

Evaughn said the teacher oversees the running of the student store. Evaughn's way of

talking appears to be self-assured, and contains a degree of familiarity which seems to mc
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to reach towards a posture of equalit!... with the adult, and a degree of testing and
aggression. I am reminded of the way in which Evaughn pulled at and raced ahead of (the

gym teacher earlier in the day).

Discussion of school experience. Although teachers and students often engaged in a no-win

battle for control of the classroom, teachers' general inclination to get on with instruction,

while ignoring or attending to only the most obvious disturbances, is sound. The problem lies

not so much in the teachers' incpt disciplinary tactics, but in their ineffective approaches to

instruction. Teachers who managed to hold students' attention demonstrated that thcy were

no more effective at discipline, per se, than others, but were able to engender interest in thc

subject being taught. And it was this climate of interest and attentiveness that suppressed the

number of students who acted out or the length of time they spent acting out.

Thc teachers who succeeded in riveting st.idents to their classwork required students to

take on active and meaningful roles to carry out thcir work. Students wcrc asked to help each

other, to share with the class as a whole, to practice expressing their thoughts verbally and in

writing. Opportunities such as these seem especially important to students' development in the

light of their poor verbal skills.

In contrast, teachers who asked students questions with preset answers, not just to hcar

students recite facts, but in an attempt to get a conversation going, to gct students to articulate

what thcy knew, required only a gratuitous kind of participation. That kind of exercise tended

to intensify students' sense of risk of failure as well as their resistance to bcing manipulated

at a developmental point when asserting their independence has become central to defining

t hemse I vcs.17

The last point brings us back to the observation of students' and teachers' struggle for

control. Students' disruptive classroom behavior can be viewed as an understandable and even

healthy expression of their stage of development, even though this behavior is misdirected and

ultimately destructive. Viewed in this light, students' behavior in class is consistent with the

observation that many students possess a relatively high level of self-esteem.

1 7 Mergendoller, J. (1982). To facilitate or impede? The impact of selected organizational
features of secondary schools on adolescent development. In F. Newmann, & C. Sleeter, (Eds.),
Adolescent development and secondary schooling. Madison, WI: Wisconsin Center for
Education Research.
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Although low self-esteem is frequently citcd as an important target of intervention with

at-risk students, a label which can be applied to nearly all of the students in the study
schools," our observations indicate that many students arc able to draw on a reservoir of

positive self-regard. Our paper and pencil measures of self-esteem also support this notion:

studcnt self-ratings were more often positive than negative and similar to those obtained from

a sample of parochial school students.19 All of this is to say that students have resources

which can bc rerouted to more positive ends as we saw a few teachers able to do.

Staff development is clearly needed to help more teachers engage studcnts constructi ely.

Key to this is placing skillful teachers in positions where their knowledge and abilities can be

readily tapped by less skilled teachers. Our assessments of the interdisciplinary teacher teams

lead us to believe that the teams provide an especially useful context for achievilg this. Thc

team structure gave team members shared responsibility for a group of students which allowed

thcm to work jointly on strategies for reaching students in addition to thc content of the

curriculum, In this way, teams constitute an important adjunct to the more

curriculum-oriented academic departments.

Finally, the importance of the physical environment to effective instruction is obvious.

Whereas a reasonably attractive and well-maintaincd environment is considered a basic

ingredient of an effective workplace, teachers and students are expected to achieve their goals

in spitc of their environment. Teachers and students would be well within the bounds of

fa irness and reason to demand that thcy be supplied with these basic amenities in exchange for

thc "results" so often demanded of them.

The ra mifications of an inadequate physical environment are enormous. First, the aged

and poorly maintained equipment at teachers' disposal made instruction even less effective

than it might have been. A condemned auditorium and inadequate computer resources blocked

some instructional objectives altogether. The deteriorating classrooms and hallways seemed to

add to studcnts' insecurities in some cases and to be a frequent source of distraction. And how

many teachers can continue to takc their work seriously when their basic needs arc

underestimated or overlooked?

18 Oxley, D. (1986). Effective dropout prevention: The case for schoolwide reform. New
York: Public Education Association.

19 Harter, S. (1986). Sclf-perceotion profile for adolescents, Denver, CO: University of
Denver.
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There is another dimension of the inadequacy of the physical resources found in these
schools: Students have very limited claim to any space in the school, no home base to retreat
to, except where house design carved it out for them. Students in elementary school have their

classroom and dcsk; students in suburban secondary schools usually have lockers, a student

cafeteria and/or auditorium where they can relax and socialize. Security concerns ruled out
lockers in the study schools, and many students avoided the cafeteria because it was loud.
unpleasant, and considered dangerous; they preferred, instead, to spend lunchtime in the back

of an occupied classroom or in the teachers' cafetcria when they could.

Spaces which can be at least partially controlled by students provide identity and
autonomy,20 again, basic ingredients of healthy development and functioning. It is worth
speculating whether classtime offered the best opportunity to socialize in the study schools and

whether the provision of a studcnt area, alone, would reduce class disruptions.

A profile in learti:;!ca. Classes that worked well were the source of several insights about

effective instruction. Only the problems presented by the physical environment were not (and

cannot be) at all addressed within these classrooms. The observation notcs made in one these

classes enliven many of the points made above and are presented here as a concluding "note"

of optimism for this report.

In thc English class described below, note how the teacher holds most of the students'
attention despite attempts by late arrivals to disrupt the class; how the teacher channels
students' interest in their peers into effective group work without having to spend a lot of time

on controlling the groups; and, finally, how the teacher provides opportunities for writing,
reading out loud, verbalizing, and listening to and reflecting on language.

The bell has only just rung. At the teacher's request, the desk/chairs have been shuffled

around into small clusters, and the students are settled into small groups. The teacher is

talking to (the students) about what hc would like them to work on today. Each group will

take a poem and turn it into a story. They will be askcd to tell what happened in the poem

and to respond to it in some way. For example, in one poem they rcad there is a line which

can be translated to: The boat is crying. The teacher suggests that one question to ask at
this point is: Will it find its way? LaVerne's voice is heard loud and strong,"Yes!" The

teacher recognizes this (response) by glance but says nothing to LaVerne. The teacher is

perched tip on thc table top of onc desk/chair. He is there for a moment, then he shifts to

another spot, may stay a bit longer there, but then on to a different perspective. The

20 Brown, ii (1987). Territoriality. In D. Stokols, & I. Altman, (Eds.), Handbook of
env ironmental osvchologv. Vol. I. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
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studcnts shift in their seats to be able to see him wherever he is, and he has their full
attention. The teacher rcads some examples of work f rom a class that workcd on the same

assignment the period before. No names, but these are all well known classmates. The
students listen, some by glance and expression appear to be listening deeply, emotions pass

across f a ces, they arc fully there. Garnetta opens one of the two classroom doors and comes

in, leaving the door slightly ajar behind her. She heads for a seat near two of her
girlfriends and begins to speak to them in a quiet, but urgent voice. She is full of gossip
from the hall, and the girls are eager to hear. The teacher moves over to her, then says
something about how he was warned she would be late to class today. The two other girls

turn back to the group focus, leaving Garnetta rather at loose ends. In a minute she is up,
at the door, and peering out into the hall again. "Garnetta, are you testing out your new
glasses?" Garnetta pulls her head back into the classroom. "Shut the door," says the teacher.

Garnetta complies, and looks as though she is heading back to her seat, when she turns
again, heads for the door, opens it, and is out, gone... Garnetta is followed by the teacher
who has grabbed her attention calling her in. Again, she complies, and this time, the
teacher is at the door and shutting it firmly as Garnetta heads for her scat. Within a few
minutes the small groups are working quietly together.... Lamont comes into the room.

The teacher (says), "Join this group." The teacher motions to (a boy who is working alone).

Lamont begins to go on about how he would like to sit with Yvette, "We're cousins."
Yvette's face registers a startle and a slightly inflamed look of mild indignation, and it is

as if she says this is news to me. And she turns in her seat, presenting her back to Lamont,

and bcgins to talk to her group as if nothing was going on behind her. The teacher sticks

with Lamont, gets him to the scat with the othcr boy, and talks with them for a minute

At one point he looks up and over at a group across the room, whose members sit back in

their scats and seem to have no steam. "You're way over there," he says to one of the boys

in the group. "There is no group, there is no focus." The students in the group seem to
respond to this -- the word, focus, did something. They pull their chairs together and begin

to talk in a huddle. After a while, the teacher asks Robert's group how it is going. They

seem to have finished. "Read it to Lamont," says the teacher. One student reads. When he

is finished, the teacher pauses for a moment as if in contemplation -- there is a certain

theatricality in his style -- and then he speaks: "It's dull, dull, dull." The other groups
paused to listen in, without losing the shapes of their small groups, returning to their

conversations more or less quickly after hearing the teacher's pronouncement. The teacher

talks to Robert's group and pulls on a strategy of getting them to talk about something that

happened to one of them that might enrich their view of the images or statements in the
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poem they are tackling. With this completed, the teacher returns to Lamont and his partner

and asks them if they like the story told by the group. "Yes." "Why?" They talk quietly.
The tcacher calls Montez to him, and they go out into thc hall for a minute. The groups

hang together, the conversations go on. And there is paper and pen at the center of focus
of each group, and they all look as though they arc indecd focuscd on the assignment. The

teacher and Montez come back into the room, and after a very brief scanning of the
room,the tcachcr announces that in about seven minutes he will be collecting the exercises

and rcading them back to (the class). He spends those minutes moving from group to group,

and the students seem to be having absolutely no problem either working in groups or
staying focuscd and on topic. The time has come to read the students' work. The teacher
reads one student's. I did not keep notes on the content, but when hc finished reading, we

all broke into smiles of pleasure. It was great, and we applauded him. The next piece to
be read got applause also, out of a sense of comraderic, after it was recognized that it was

"awful", "terrible." Everyone could hcar why it was bad, but it got applause. "That wasn't

so good, was it?" and so on through the readings. It was fun, easy and gratifying for
everyone -- and everyone remained really present to the experience. After thc applause for

the last piece died away, and the last comment was made, the teacher asked everyone to be

surc to noticc the homework assignment on thc board. Again, the bell was not ringing, and
the teacher released us with a "See you later." I walked out of the room and said to the boy

who happened to be nearest me that I had really enjoyed that. He told me that the teacher

was the favorite teacher for many of the students -- obviously him included.
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APPENDIX A

Psychometric Properties of Study Measures

Measure Mean Standard Deviation ('oefficient Alpha

Know students 3.09 .63 .76

% Teachers known .28 .15 .66

Know house coordinator 1.47 .25 .62

Know asst. principal 1.16 .17 .60

Know grade advisor* -- .73

Know guidance counselor 1.43 .32 .74

Know paraprofessional* --- .81

# of extracurriculars 5.35 5.54

Self-esteem 2.91 .71 .74

Sense of community .23 .42

Have cut classes 1.42 .5

# days absent 11.42 11.91

Average grade 65.66 12.23

# credits 3.99 2.21

Was promoted 1.57 .5

# Students/advice 6.66 7.75

# Students/academically 25.16 25.17

# Students/personally 16.40 18.31

Communication w/ teacher 3.58 .82 .88

Communication w/ admin. 3.10 .77 .88

Communication w/ counselor 2.72 .99 .89

Teacher in house .4 .49

Admin./ in house .31 .47

Counselor/in house .43 .5

Influence on curriculum 3.01 .63 .80

Influence on resources 1.78 .56 .78

Morale 1.68 .25 .76

Comparable statistics cannot be computed

GO


